
Spelling Programme - Year 3
Autumn 1
These are the spellings for the year; children are assessed at the beginning of the week to
determine which level they will practise.

Spellings highlighted in yellow are revisited words, and allow for them to be consolidated.

Week Sound Focus Level 1 Level 2

1 ‘s’ (sat) -
Mainly prefixes
- explain the
prefixes.

disagree, misbehave, disobey,
subdivide, submerge,
superstar, antiseptic, simply,
sentence, separate, special.

disappoint,disappear,
misspell, permission,
impossible,
seen/scene,dangerous,
address, pressure,
sentence, separate, special.

2 -se organise, promise, suppose,
purpose, surprise.

persevere, sequence, advise,
demonstrate, promise,
suppose, purpose, surprise

3 ‘a’ (cat)
Mainly prefixes
- can they
remember
what they
mean?

inactive, disagree, disappoint
happily, sadly, angrily,
immature, action, accept,
appear, arrive, separate.

anticipate, assess, antique
disappointment,
instance,interaction,accident,
actually, appear, arrive,
separate.

4 ‘t’  (tin)
Level two
children:
A mix of
double ‘t’

Anticlockwise, interact, gently,
touch, incorrect, tongue,
mystery, Egypt, interest,
caught, different, straight,

Interaction, limitation, mystery,
crescent, forgetting, forgotten,
written, spotted,attempt,
interest, caught, different,
straight, separately

5 ‘p’ (pot) pyramid, impossible, happily,
imperfect, misspell, antiseptic,
peace/plain, peculiar,
separate, potatoes,
pressure.

complete, completion,
irresponsible, typical, typify,
anticipate, peculiar,
separately, potatoes,
pressure.

6 ‘i’ (in) illegal, impolite, irregular,
imperfect, picture, division,
missed/mist, different,
interest, important,

antisocial, impatient,comically,
happily, immortal, limiting,
limitation, different, interest,
important, imagine

7 The ‘i’ sound
spelt with a ‘y’

crystal, myth, system,
mystery, pyramid,symbol,
Egypt

Typical, typify, syrup,
symptom, cygnet, crypt,
calypso.

8 ‘n’ not
*note the
prefix and
suffix on
interest.

gardener, gardening,
incomplete, gently, angrily,
neighbour, beginning,
scene/seen,strange,
strength, disinterested,
centre.

International,adventure,
crescent, neighbour,
grown/groan, content, antique,
strange, strength,
disinterested, centre.



Autumn 2

Week Sound Focus Level 1 Level 2

1 ‘m’ - man
‘mm’ -
summer
‘mb’ lamb
mn- autumn

Myth, mystery, pyramid,
limiting, limit, machine,
measure, humorous,
glamorous, famous,
remember, completely,
promise

impatient, limitation, immortal,
scheme, comical, comically,
meat/meet, medal/meddle,
demonstrate, famously,
compromise, remembered

2 d
-d - dog
-dd-muddle
-ed- grabbed

Pyramid, double, disappoint,
disobey, disagree, division,
dangerous, grabbed, calendar,
consider, decide, describe,
difficult

adventure, hideous,
admission, disappointment,
difference, demonstration,
excited, different, difficulty,
disappear,

3 -o-
-o- not
-a- was
-ou- cough

because, observe, develop,
swamp, squash, swapped,
ordinary, popular, position,
often, continue

Redecorate,  warrior, warren,
comically, impossible,
continent, populated, awash,
ordinary, position, often,
continue,

4 -e-
-e-bed
-ea-bread
-ai-said
-ie-friend
-eo-leopard

forgetting, forgotten,
gardening, gardener, chemist,
chef, gently, tremendous,
invention, address, exercise,
February, length, women

irregular, irrelevant, instead,
meadow, weapon,
threatened, crescent,
address, exercise,
February, length, women

5 -u-
-u- tub
-ou-touch
-o-Monday

humbly, young, touch, double,
country, shove, discover,
uncover, courage, suppose,
leisure, interrupt

discovering, compass,
company, submerge,
discussion, poisonous,
suppose, leisure, interrupt

6 -r-
-r-rat
-rr-carry
-wr-write
-rh-rhino

Beginner, prefer, wrap,
preferred,squirrel, gardener,
trouble, country, disagree,
redo, return, serious, curious,
crescent, breath,
breathe,group,
interest,separate

Irregular, irresponsible,
autograph, character, refresh,
immature, wrapping, wrinkle,
breath, breathe,group,
interest,separate, arrival,

7 -f-fan
-ff-staff
-ph-phone
-gh-laugh
-ffe-giraffe

Forget, famous, offer, staff, off,
office, telephone,
nephew,rough, tough,
forward, fruit, February,
therefore

Forgetful, carefully, official,
famously, alphabet,
alphabetical, roughly,
toughened, forward, fruit,
February, therefore

Spring Term



Week Sound Focus Level One Level Two

1 -l-lip
=ll-full
-le-apple
-el-travel
-il-pupil
-al-final
-ol-idol

Sadly, mislead, happily, gently,
finally, eventually, possible,
medal, special, island,
believe, library, length,
calendar

illegal, basically, frantically,
actually, international,
special, island, believe,
library, length, calendar

2 -ai- long ‘a’
sound
-ai- train
-ay-day
-a-paper
-a_e- cake
-ey- they
-ei- vein
-aigh-straight
-eigh-eight
ae-sundae

locate, grate, great, plane,
plain, strangest,
famous,separate, disobey,
they, eight, eighth, shake,
shaking, weight, favourite,
occasion,

Basically, redecorate,
impatient, reign, rain, rein,
weigh weighty, illustrate,
agent, agency, weight,
favourite,  occasion

3 -air-
-air-stair
-are-dare
-ear-pear
-eir-their
-ere-where
-ayor-mayor
-ayer-prayer
-ae-aeroplane

careful, carefully, square, stair, stare heart, layer, compare,
their, there, they’re, declare,

4 -ar-
-ar-charge
-a-glass
-al-calm
-er-clerk
-ear-heart

parcel, argue, charge, harbour,
garbage, gardener, gardening,
regular, guard, quarter,
bargain, various, ordinary

discharge, artistic, wary,
caught, rather, harvest,
carnival, regularly, guard,
quarter, bargain, variously,
ordinary

5 -ee-
-ee-keep
-ea-seat
-e-me
-y-funny
-ey-key

believe, incomplete, increase,
disagree, redecorate,
tremendous redo, return,
refresh, mystery, typical,
actually, probably, history,
breathing

reappear, scheme,
revealing, sequence,
squeezing, freezing, league,
enormous, typify, actually,
probably, history.
breathing

6 -er-
-er-her
-ur-turn
-ir-girl
-or-world
-ear-learn
-our-colour

prefer, preferred, worth, worst,
worse,  pearl. search, favourite,
appearing, early, earth,
heard, forward peculiar,
century,

nature, enclosure, measure,
neighbour, brochure, entire,
entertain, immature,
appearing, early, earth,
heard, forward peculiar,
century,



-ar-collar
-re-centre

Spring 2

Week Sound Focus Level One Level Two

1 -j-
-j-jet
-g-gentle
-ge-large
-dge-fudge
-dj-adjust

gentle, change, large, dodged, bridged, jealous, joined,
danger, courage, strange.

2 -oo-
-oo-scoop
-ui-bruise
-ou-group
-o- shoe
-ough-through
-u-community

fruit, group, troop, juices, suit, smooth, loose, jewel, threw,
nuisance

3 -or-
-or-forgetting
-our-your
-ore-more
-a-ball
-oar-board
-ar-warm
-ough-fought
-augh-daught
er
-al-walk
-oor-door
-au-fraud
-aw-lawn

morning, forget, forgetting,
forgotten, always, stalk, soar,
sore, forward, history,
important, forty.

your and you’re

Boarding, journey, harbour,
naughty, swarm, calmly,
caught, daughter, forward,
history, important, forty.

your and you’re

4 -sh
-s-sugar
-ti-initial
-ci-special
-sh-shop
-ch-machine

Invasion, action, tension,
injection, invention, special,
question, shoulder,
occasionally, position

Machine, discussion,
expression, magician,
sensation, adoration,
limitation, precious,
occasionally, position

5 -ur-
-ur-turn
-ure-picture

Measure, treasure, pleasure, picture, creature, nature,
adventure, century, purpose.

6 -v-
-v-very
-ve-have

Vein, invention, adventure, obvious, swerve, twelve, arrive,
misbehave, favourite, various



Summer

Week Sound Level 1 Level 2

1 -th-
Th-that
-th-thin

myth, they, though, although, earth, eighth, breath, breathe,
thatch, thistle,

2 -ow-
-ow-gown
-ou-out
-ough-drough
t

gown, frown, crowd, powder, towel, thousands, scour, flour,
flower, power, scrounge, plough, doubt,

3 -ie-
-igh-night
-i-e-like
-y-dry
-i-wild
-ie-pie
-eigh-height

fright, white, slight, dried,
wisely, wider, bicycle,
describe, exercise, island,
surprise, height, guide

quite, whine, nightmare,
twilight, typify, inspire,
bicycle, describe,
exercise, island, surprise,
height, guide

4 -oi-
-oi-join
-oy-boy

Avoid, noise, enjoy, spoil,
joyful, toilet, joiner, annoy,
poison, voice

avoidance, noisy, enjoyed,
disjoint, cuboid, disappoint,
choice, heroic, adjoining,
moisture

5 -oe-
-oa-boat
-ow-grow
-o-most
-o-e-note
-oe-toe
-ough-though
-ou-soul
-ew-sew

disobey, obey, groan, grown,
echo, focus, lonely, potatoes,
notice, therefore, purpose

brochure, nobly, location,
boasting, poach, cloak,
quote, backbone, potatoes,
notice, therefore, purpose

6 -ue-
-u_e- tune
-u-pupil
-ew-few
-ue-cue

cruel, argue, rescue, statue,
threw, include, view, useful,
fortune, chewed

evaluate, jewellery,
argument, absolute,
exclude, humorous, subdue,
barbecue, amuse, conclude,

7 Revision

8 Revision


